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Honesty and 
Cleanliness

Introduction : 
• Volunteers will only explain the meaning of honesty, its importance will be learnt 

through the skit. 

• Form groups to perform a skit based on it. 

• Instruct them to find the liar while watching the skit. 

Class will be divided into 3 parts. 

Role : Each part will consist of X Teachers , Y students, Z moral concluders ( subjective )

Objective :

• Teach them the importance of being honest even though it's bitter 
at times 

• Importance of cleanliness at the time of pandemic 
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Guidelines to the Volunteer 

• Make them wonder, keep asking questions.
• Ensure that everyone participates in the skit



Scenario 1 :
Teacher : Everyone, go wash your hands to protect yourself from coronavirus.

Students : Everyone moves from one place to another and they start washing their hands (acting) , except one i.e the liar ( just stands still )

Teacher : re confirms by asking - Did u all wash your hands ?

Students : yes sir!

Teacher : ok go sleep, good night.

While the students are sleeping.

The audience will be asked 1 question by the volunteer : 

1) Who is the liar

Volunteer : yes , you have guessed it right.

Volunteer : Now one of you tell me, what will happen since she has lied ?

( one / two person will answer )

The volunteer will make them quiet by saying now it's 3 am for these students.

we will observe the consequences of lying in the next part of the skit. 103



The liar starts coughing 5 times and goes back to sleep.

After 5 seconds - Volunteer : will say the time is 8am ( the time kids wake up)

Children get up and everyone starts coughing.

The end

Volunteer : Why is it not right to lie ?

After some discussion

2 students will conclude the moral of the skit :

Lying leads to cheating ourselves and others

Ask them questions. Have you ever lied? Give them time to think .

Alert them about the consequences they had after lying.

Did you feel guilty? Did you cheat yourself ? Do you think it was right what u did ?

Make it a 'yes or no class'

After this ask them if you want to see another skit 104



Scenario 2 
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Teacher : Everyone, go wash your hands to protect yourself from
coronavirus.
Students : Everyone moves from one place to another and they start
washing their hands , except one. ( liar )
Teacher : re confirms by asking - Did u all wash your hands ?
Students : yes sir, but one person raises his hand and says - sir water
was too cold i didn't wash my hands
Teacher : Very bad reason, but I appreciate the fact that you told me the
truth.
Student: washes his hand and goes to sleep.
The end 
Volunteer : What happened when she told the truth that she didn't wash her
hands ?
Audience will answer
Volunteer will summarize : Teacher got a little angry but appreciated her honesty.
Moral : being truthful is bitter but better (if not everyone would have got fever in the class )



Scenario 3 
Teacher : Everyone, go wash your hands to protect yourself from coronavirus.

Students : Everyone moves from one place to another.

Teacher : re confirms by asking - Did u all wash your hands ?

Students : yes sir!

Teacher : ok go sleep, good night.

Everyone peacefully sleeps

Moral of the story

Moral Concluder : Be clean, be honest.

‘Honesty is the best policy’
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